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1.

Why did Metternich consider Giuseppe Mazzini as the most dangerous enemy of their social
order?

2.

Why can there not be an identical Agenda 21 for every country?

3.

What are three different characteristics of black soil?

4.

What are the major differences between a coming-together federation and holding-together
federation?

5.

How can you calculate the BMI of any person?

6.

Why is it said that development for one can be disaster for another? Explain with the help of
suitable example.

7.

Identify the features within the constitution of India due to which a delicate balance of power
between the centre and state has been achieved.

8.

List the reasons due to which the Napoleonic Code was welcomed by the people.

9.

In what manner were the ‘new conservatives’different from the traditional conservatives in
Europe after the Battle of Waterloo?

10.

Why do you think the linguistic states are in the best interest of India’s unity in diversity?

11.

What is the Balkan issue? How is it related to the outbreak of The First World War?

12.

What is Resource Planning? Why is it so important for a country like India?

13.

What can be the development goal for a person living in rural India?

14.

What are the non-material things that contribute to development?

15.

How do we calculate the per capita income of any country? Why is it not an error free
criterion to judge a country’s development?

16.

What is Romantic Nationalism? Why did Johann Gottfried say that true German culture was
to be discovered among das volk?

17.

Why has sustainable developmentgot so much currency in recent times? Explain the
Gandhian idea in this respect?

18.

How did Belgium tackle the problem of linguistic conflict which the Sri Lankans could not?
What was the outcome of the strategies that the above-mentioned countries adopted?

19.

What were the four ways to classify the resources? Briefly explain each one of them?

20.

Explain the importance of the73rd and the 74th constitutional Amendment Acts of 1992 in
terms of (i) development and (ii) strengthening the grassroots democracy.
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